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I.

154. TJ A VING the error of a clock, or what it gains or loses in a
given time, to find how much the pendulum must be length¬
JQ
ened or shortened to correct that error.
Let I be the length of such a pendulum as is requisite to make the
clock go true , t the given time of observation, e the error of the clock,
d the quantity by which the pendulum of the clock must be lengthened
or shortened to correct that error, that is, to make the length of the pen¬
dulum of the clock become I. Now if the pendulum must be q^ortened^
by the quantity d, that its length may become /, then its present length
is l =r=d ,- moreover the number of vibrations performed in the given time
/ is shown by the apparent motion of the hands during that time,
hence the number of vibrations that would be performed in the time
t if the length of the pendulum were /, is to the number performed in
the fame time t, when its length is / =p d, as t is to t t == e if the clock
the time of one vibration is reciprocally as the number of vi¬
;
fose^Sbut
brations performed in a given time, therefore the time of one vibration
in the former cafe is to the time of one vibration in the latter as t ^ e
to t. Again , The lengths of pendulums are to one another in a duplicate
ratio of the times of their vibrations , therefore I is to I =i= d, in a dupli¬
by conversion
cate ratio of t r= =e to t, that is / : / =?=d 111 whence
. ... r. dt

.
and d ■

>
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The foregoing series may be divided into two ; the former consisting of
alU
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t i &c^ x /, the latter of the other alter-

1L.
+ i -i^ -i^ -r- -ZJL
t6added x / which is to be

the former series,

if

the clock j^ e" ®

jtr? tQ ^10tn

The former series, which is the

mean value of d, may be conveniently expressed in the following man¬
ner , in which the capital letters denote whole terms as they arise.
/ xe .
A -tC -f-E &c.
~t
3t l
U 1
-i/*
lxe %
the other series thus
-B -l- —D &c.
It 1
155. Example 1. Put / — 39,2 inches, t 24
=
e = one minute, then
4. / = 720 = 8 x 9 x 10)39,2
tt 2073600
=
8) 3,92
9) o,49
2i tt~

1036800

)

0,0544444444

hours or 1440 minutes,

=

A

0,0000000525 = C
mean value of d — 0,0544444969 = A + C
4. tt 691200
=
)39,2000000000
0,0000567125 — B
when the clock gains, d 0,0543877844
—
= A —B + C
when the clock loses, d —
0,0545012094
— A -i- B -i- L
156. Example 2. Put / = 39,2 inches, t 24
hours' or 86400 seconds*
t — one second.
2-t 43200
=

—8x9x6

X 100 ) 39,2

8) 0.392
9) 0,049
6) 0,00544444444444
4 /r —

3732480000) 0,00090740740740 — A
0,00000000000024 — c

mean value of d — 0,00090740740764

= A -f - C*
ti

T

* The logarithm of A + C in

this

cafe= —4,9578024.

tt
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tt — 2488320000
— 4x4x8x8x3xyxyx

to PENDULUMS.
10000)39,2
4) 0,00392
4) 0,00098
8) 0,000245
8) 0,000030625
3) 0,000003828125
9) 0,00000i27604166
9) 0,00000014178240

1r9

*

0,000000015753 60 — B

If the clock gains d —
0,00090739165404
= A—B-f-C
If the clock loses d — 0,00090742316124 = A-4-B-j- C
As the two first terms of the foregoing series give the value of d, cor¬
rect to 7 places of decimals in the former example, and 12 in the latter,
it seems as easy and more exact than any other method . See Saundersoris
Algebra, Art . 298.
157. Cor. The quantity d is accurately as /, and very nearly as - whence t
being given, e is as - let
: d now represent the change in the length of any
metaline pendulum rod, arising from a given change of heat or cold ; then
in rods made of the fame metal, but of different lengths , d will be as /,
and therefore e will be a given quantity ; that is, in clocks whose pendulum -rods are made of the fame metal, the error occasioned by the. fore¬
men tioned change will be the fame, whatever be the length of the pen¬
dulum.
158. The error in 24 hours , arising from a change of one degree of
heat or cold, according to Farenheit's scale, in pendulums whose rods are
made of the following metals, is as under :*
Seconds.

Blistered steel

0,276
Iron
0,302
Cast brass
0,450
Brass wire
0,464
This error will be increased in proportion to the number of degrees by
which the heat or cold is changed, in Farenheit's thermometer.
If the rod be made of two forts of metal, the error will be proportion¬
able to the part made of each ; thus , if half the length be steel, and half
cast brass, the error for one degree of heat in the former is 0,138 seconds,
for the latter 0,225 seconds, for both 0,363 seconds in a day : And for
10 degrees of heat 3,63 seconds in a day.
S
PROB* According to Mr. Smeaton
's table of the expansion of metals. Phil. Trans. v.48. 1754.
U 2
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II.

J59*r 8 ' O find the centrifugal force of the ball of a pendulum at the
lowest: point , where that force is the greatest.
RULE. As radius is to the versed sine os the arch which the pendulum de¬
scribes on each fide of the lowejl point ; so is double the weight of the ball, to
the centrifugal force required.
Demonjlration. If the velocity of the ball at the lowest point were such
as it would acquire by falling through half the length of the pendulum,
then the centrifugal force of the ball would be equal to its gravity ;* but
the velocity of the ball at the lowest point is such as it would acquire by
falling through the versed sine of the arch described in its defcent.-f - Now
the centrifugal force of a body moving in a circle, is in a duplicate ratio
of its velocity,* therefore the gravity of the ball, is to its centrifugal force
at the lowest point , as the square of the velocity it would acquire by fall¬
ing through half the length of the pendulum , to the square of the velocity
it would acquire by falling through the versed sine of the arch described
in its descent, or the arch through which it vibrates on each side the
lowest point . But by the laws of falling bodies, the squares of the ve¬
locities they acquire in falling are as the spaces descended through . We
have therefore the gravity of the ball, to its centrifugal force at the lowest
point ; as half the length of the pendulum , to the versed sine of the arch
described on each side the lowest point , or (doubling the antecedents) we
have double the weight of the ball, to its centrifugal force at the lowest
point , as the whole length of the pendulum to the versed sine of the arch
which the pendulum describes on each side the lowest point ; whence, if we
take the length of the pendulum for the tabular radius, the rule is manifest.
Scholium. If to the centrifugal force of the ball found as before, we
add the weight of the ball itself, we shall have the whole tension of the
rod when the ball is at the lowest point , where that tension is greatest.
Example. Let the ball weigh 6 pounds, or 96 ounces, and let it swing
4 degrees on each side the perpendicular , then we have radius : versed
. : 0,4677 parts of an ounce , to which if the weight of
.' .'
sine of 4 0 19202
the ball be added, we have the greatest tension of the rod — 6 Ib. 0,467702.
Cor. 1. If the angular distance through which the pendulum vibrates
on each side of the perpendicular, and the weight of the ball be given, its
centrifugal force at the lowest point will be the same, whatever be the
length of the pendulum.
Cor.
* Newt. Princip. L . 1. prop. 4, and cor. 9. — Haygens De vi centrifuga.
+ Iluygens De descensu gravium, prop. 8.
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Cor. 2. If the pendulum describes an arch of 60 degrees on each side the
perpendicular , the centrifugal force at the lowest point will be equal to
the weight of the ball. If the arch so described be 90 degrees, the
centrifugal force will then be double the weight of the ball, and the whole
tension at the lowest point will be triple the weight of the ball. Lastly, if
the pendulum describes an arch of 180 degrees on each side the lowest
point , descending from the highest point of the circle, and ascending up
to it again, then the tension of the rod at the lowest point will be 5 times
the weight of the ball. If the motion of a church bell in ringing re¬
sembles that of a pendulum , as in some degree it does, then the gudgeons
must be able to bear 5 times the dead weight of the bell, to sustain its
weight and centrifugal force together , when the bell is rung up so as to set.
PROBLEM

III.

160. fT ' O correct the going of a clock by a small bob or regulator
below the ball
Let A be the weight of the pendulum rod, a its length , B the weight
of the ball, b its distance from the point of suspension, C the weight of
the regulator , c its distance from the point of suspension. To find / the
distance of the center of oscillation of the whole compound pendulum
from the point of suspension.
The known rule for finding the center of oscillation in all cases is this:
If each particle of a compound pendulum be multiplied into the square of its
, and the sum of all these produSls be divided
distance from the axis of suspension
by the sum of all the produSls which arise by multiplying each particle into its
, the quotient will be the distance of the cen¬
distance from the axis of fufpenfion
ter of oscillation from the axis of fufpenston.
Now in the rod whose thickness is uniform , and which may be con¬
sidered as a line, the sum of all the former products is 4 a a A, the sum
of all the latter 4 a A. In the ball, ( considered as a point, ) the sum of
all the former products is bb B, of all the latter b B ; In the regulator the
a A + bbB
former sum is cc C, the latter is cC , wherefore
4 <2 A + ^ B + ^ C
161. For the fake of simplicity, let a always — b, that is, let the rod
extend no farther than the ball, and first suppose C = o, and then we
H
have the center of oscillation of the rod and ball only — ^4 aa
a A^ -h saaB
A -4- B
x a == I the length of the isochronous simple pendulum:
A
01*
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or if / the length of a simple pendulum be given, then we have A A -4- B
: 4 A -t- B .* / : a, the length of the isochronous pendulum compound¬
ed of the rod A and ball B ; whence 4. A -4- B : 4- A ; / : a — /, that is,
The weight of the hall with a third part os the weight of the rod, is to a fxth
part of the weight of the rod, as the length of a given simple pendulum, to the
increase of that length in the isochronous compound pendulum, on account of the
weights of the rod.
Example. Put / — 39,2 inches , that is let the pendulum vibrate seconds,
put A — 6 ounces, B = 6 pounds , or 96 ounces, and we have 4 A
B
— 98, and 4 A — 1; therefore 98 : 1
39,2 : 0,4 of an inch for the
increase of length occasioned by the weight of the rod, which added to
39,2 gives 39,6 inches, the whole length from the point of suspension to
the center of oscillation.
162. Let 7 be the quantity by which a simple pendulum whose length
is /, must be altered to make it gain or lose some small matter , for in¬
stance a second in 24 hours , let a be the corresponding alteration in the
length of the compound pendulum , then is LA -4- B : 4 A B : V :
a, Now
when / is 39,2 inches / was before found * — 0,000907407,
therefore in this instance a 0,000916667
=
inches.
163. In the pendulum compounded of a rod, ball, and regulator , put¬
ting a — b as before, we have fro m the general theorem par , 160,
slax ^ A + B+ s cC
I
Tlw ' nJlrJI . ■ax -;Z + B + CC
Put now 4 A + B = P ; 4 A + B = Q^ and —/^(or the length of a pen¬
dulum compounded of the r od and ball only, isochronous to the whole -f)
c— I x c C
— R. Put likewise
= s, R — a x Q_x a
T , and we

oT

have the following theorems:
Theorem

2 . a 4=

Theorem

3 . c — 4 I z±d\J LL4
R — a x Q^x a
4. C =

Theorem

R —V— ^

C-

/

X c

164. In the second theorem c is always supposed greater than /,
and therefore S affirmative and likewise less than RRJ
whence
* Par. 156.

f By par. 161.

4: Otherwise the quantitya would

be

there
impossible.
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there will be two affirmative values of a the distance of the ball , and there
are two points at either of which if the ball be placed , the whole will be iso¬
chronous to a simple pendulum whose length is /. These points are each
equally distant from the middle of R , the length of an isochronous pendu¬
lum , composed of the rod and ball only . One of these points falling very
near the point of suspension , if the ball were placed there , the accelerating
force of gravity on the pendulum would be greatly lessened, and the power
of the pendulum in regulating the clock , or (as Mr .Harrison calls it ) its
dominion* much weakened , the regulator in effect becoming the ball ; this
value therefore is to be rejected.
165 . In the third theorem , if R be less than

a,

that

is

if / be less than ^

a,.

or if the length of the simple pendulum isochronous to the whole , be as¬
sumed less than that which is isochronous to the pendulum composed of
the rod and ball only , then T will be negative , and c be less than / ; that is
if the time of a vibration be supposed to be lessened by the addition of the
regulator , it must then be placed above the ball ; in which cafe the pen¬
dulum will be equally accelerated if the regulator be equally distant from
the middle of the length /, and the quantity of acceleration will be great¬
est when the regulator is in the middle point . This is the cafe which
Huygens chiefly considers ; but it is inconvenient in practice to have the
regulator above the ball , in pendulums whose rods are either made of
wood or compounded of different metals.
166 . In these four theorems , the quantities B and C, a and c, may be
interchanged for each other ; that is, we may change names , and call the
regulator the ball , and the ball the regulator . Only it must be observed
that in this cafe the rod must be supposed to extend to the regulator , that
now taking the place of the ball .
_
r c C_ aaQj -^- ccC ,
aa xst A -4- B
--Of
— ^ ^ —-"
—~ f
167. From the foregoing theorem -f- æ xiA
+ B + rC st
P+ rC
c C I whence
we have Step 1. a a Qjh c eC == aP I
2c
c
‘
C
=
aP
‘
i
-\c
’CI
-tcC whence
'/
Step 2.

7 heorem 5 . 2 c — / xCi ^ xiA -t- B rC
+

.’ ; / : f

Wherefore if 'l as before , be the quantity by which a simple pendulum
whose length is /, must be altered to make it gain or lose a second in a
day , we have c' the corresponding alteration in the place of the regula¬
tor of the compound pendulum ; and iff thus found be equal to one in¬
terval of the thread of the screw that raises the regulator , then one turn
of it will alter the clock a second in a day.
168. Ccr*
* See the Principles of Mr. Harrison's Time -keeper, p. 20.

st

Par. 163,
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168. Cor. When C is small in respect of iA + B, andc does not much
exceed
( so that c C vanishes in respect of axiA
+ B) then c is in¬
versely as 2 c or
— /,
if d be the excess of c above /, inversely as / -+- 2 d. In
such a case a cannot differ much from R , (for it equals R when C is no¬
x/
thing ) and then we have 2 c —
x / C : R x 1 A+ B (=
A+ B
: c. If
we further suppose the weight of the rod to vanish in respect of
the ball ; that is put A = o , then theorem 5th becomes / + 2i/xC :
B x / ;; / ' : c, or 7 to c in a ratio compounded of / + 2 d to /, and C to B.
2 'cc — c' I — c 7
X C
169 . From the second step above we likewise get
P 7
c.
/
CC
-rr 1
c or
rather for 2 C
6, For 2 c c
—p— x y — p »put X, and
P 7
we have CX = æ, which being substituted for a in the first step, after
—/ xc
/ PX
— C
due reduction gives Theorem 6 . —
Q XX
170 .

we reject the quantity c — / x c as inconsiderable in re2 c— /
X i
spect of / P X, then - ^ ^ or —
C ; again take X —
1QJCX
X
Cor.

If

(neglecting p , which has a contrary effect on the value of C, to rejecting
c x— /

c,)

and we have — * x
2 c— /

4-A -4- BV x /
A -+■B

c

— C , or 2 c • I x /

: C, agreeably to what we had before ; and further sup-

poling the weight of the rod to vanish in respect of the ball ; then 2 c —/
x c : 7B
.*.* x / : C, that is B to C in a ratio compounded of 2 c — / or
/ -+- 2 d to /, and 7 : 7.
171. From the foregoing theorem , if the weight of the rod and ball,
the place of the regulator , and interval of one thread of the screw that
raises the regulator be given , the weight of the regulator and place of
the ball may be so determined that one turn of the screw shall alter the
clock a second in a day, and that the whole shall be isochronous to a given
simple pendulum . Of the use of this and the foregoing theorems we
shall give an example.
172. Let the weight of the rod A = 6 ounces , the weight of the ball
B, 96 ounces ; the distance of the regulator from the point of suspension
44,2 inches ; let the screw have 40 threads in an inch , therefore the
in-
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interval of one thread , or 4 — 0,025 ; ^et the whole pendulum , com¬
pounded of the rod , ball , and regulator aforesaid , vibrate seconds , that
* then we
—
) 0,000907407,
is put / — 39,2 inches , and consequently
have P = 4 A -F B =

99 , Qj = 4 A -F B = 98 , R =

—
0,496969 , i 27,551

, i — 0,446464 , Hilly

^—

39,6, -j-

=
. L 13,69206

, X =

13,2456 , / P X = 51403,3 , / PX — c — / xc — 51182,33 , C^ X X —
17 193 »54 , whence C = 2,97683 ounces , the weight of the regulator
we have C — 2,89220 , on the second
sought . On the first contraction
C — 2,77622 . £
173 . From C thus determined we may find the place of the ball requi¬
site to make the pendulum vibrate seconds , by the second theorem thus;
R = 39,6 , c — / — 5, c — 44,2,0 — 2,97683 , Q == 98 , whence S — 6,71305,
R R
R R.
— 8 — 385,327 whose square root is 19,62973,
= 392,04 , -

4

4

inches ; the other value of a which is 0,22973 is to
=
whence a 39,4297
be rejected for the reasons before given in par . 164.
174 . To know what would be the place of the ball to make the pen¬
dulum vibrate seconds if the rod extended to the regulator , we must in¬
terchange the values of B and C , and of a and c, and find c by the third
is
theorem . Let us suppose for the fake of simplicity , that the regulator
3 ounces , all other circumstances as before ; then we have A = 6, B — 3,
—
, whence P — 6, Qj = 5, R — 47,04 , R — a 2,84,
C — 96 , a 44,2
T — 6,538 , — — 384,16 , — -FT—

4

19,766 , and c — 39,366

4

390,698 , whose

square

root

is

inches , scarcely differing from what we had before.

* By par. 156. All the circumstances in this example are taken from the pendu¬
lum described in par . 76, and the following ones.
st By par. 161.
J That the regulator may have the intended influence upon the pendulum , its weight
should be something more than what this calculation gives it , because of the force of
the spring and the weight of those parts of the rod which are not taken into the account.
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